Fast neutron counting in a mobile, trailer-based search platform
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Abstract. Trailer-based search platforms for detection of radiological and nuclear threats are often based upon coded aperture gamma-ray imaging, because this method can be rendered insensitive to local variations in gamma background while still localizing the source well. Since gamma source emissions are rather easily shielded, in this work we consider the addition of fast neutron counting to a mobile platform for detection of sources containing Pu. A proof-of-concept system capable of combined gamma and neutron coded-aperture imaging was built inside of a trailer and used to detect a 252Cf source while driving along a roadway. Neutron detector types employed included EJ-309 in a detector plane and EJ-299-33 in a front mask plane. While the 252Cf gamma emissions were not readily detectable while driving by at 16.9 m standoff, the neutron emissions can be detected while moving. Mobile detection performance for this system and a scaled-up system design are presented, along with implications for threat sensing.

1 Introduction

The capability to use radiological and nuclear (RN) search assets to clear a particular area of a city from potential threats is deemed important in the United States. These assets include trailer-based sensors [1] and wearable sensors, and they may also be used for intelligence-based search or chokepoint monitoring. Considering trailer-based systems, while non-imaging systems have been demonstrated with the use of advanced algorithms to be highly sensitive for RN detection during search [2–4], they are not able to discern on which side of a roadway a source is located. On the other hand, a coded-aperture-based system can perform this task while also sensitively and specifically detecting RN threats [1,5–8]. In coded-aperture imaging [9], incident radiation is modulated by a mask before being absorbed in a detector plane, and reconstruction using the modulation pattern allows for imaging of a point source.

In this work, use of fast neutron counting for neutron source detection was demonstrated on board a proof-of-concept (PoC) platform called the Dual hybrid detection-localization-identification (DLI) system at Oak ridge national laboratory (ORNL). The system is sensitive to both gammas and neutrons [10,11], is composed of a hybrid combination of radiation sensing materials, and can perform functions of RN source detection, localization, and identification.

Since gamma source emissions are rather easily shielded, in this work we consider the addition of fast neutron counting and imaging to a mobile platform for detection of sources containing Pu. The fast neutron counting is designed to enable mobile detection of shielded Pu, while the imaging enables localization of said sources. The dual hybrid DLI system, capable of combined gamma and neutron coded-aperture imaging, was built inside of a trailer and used to measure 137Cs and 252Cf sources while driving along a roadway. Mobile detection performance for this system and the expectations for a scaled-up system design are discussed.

2 Experimental setup

The built PoC (see Fig. 1) is a scaled-down version of a larger, trailer-based system designed for double-sided source search (see Fig. 2). The PoC contains a partially instrumented central detector plane and one of two partially instrumented mask planes.

The central detector plane of the PoC contains all twenty-one 2-in-thick × 4-in-wide × 16-in-tall NaI (Tl) detectors on the bottom row and only five out of twenty-one 9.4 cm-thick × 9.4 cm-wide × 30 cm-tall EJ-309 liquid scintillators on the top row. A fully instrumented detector plane consists of 0.87 m² of inorganic scintillator and 0.59 m² of organic scintillator. While the NaI (Tl) detectors were read out by PMTs on a single side, the EJ-309 detectors (Scionix V94 A300/3(2)M) were readout out at each end by Hamamatsu R6233-100 PMTs in an effort to improve pulse shape discrimination performance.
for such large cells. The centers of the NaI (Tl) detectors (width dimension) were aligned with the centers of the EJ-309 detectors.

The 4.2 m-long mask plane is comprised of a 3 cm-thick layer of high density material to modulate gammas followed by a 4 cm-thick layer of low density material to module fast neutrons. The configuration of the 1D coded-aperture mask was two rank 19, uniformly-redundant array patterns [5] tiled side-by-side for increased field-of-view. The mask element widths were ~4 inches. We used 3 cm-thick lead for the high-density layer and a mixture of 4 cm-thick high-density polyethylene or EJ-299-34 organic scintillator for the second layer. The single row of organic scintillators (a quantity of 20) used were 4 cm-thick × 9.75 cm-wide × 9.75 cm-tall and were read out by Hamamatsu R6233-100 PMTs (Scionix Model 570). The focal length (mask-detector separation) was 72 cm, creating a fully coded field-of-view of about 110°. This results in 8.5° angular resolution for gammas or neutrons, or about 10 m wide pixels at 70 m standoff. The functionality of the gamma coded aperture capability has been checked as a part of separate work.

The detectors are read out by Struck SIS 3316 250 MS/s 14-bit waveform digitizers. These were run using an embedded Intel Core i7 VME Controller with 2 TB SSD removable storage. The organic scintillators were powered by CAEN 6533 and CAEN AG536SP high voltage power supplies, respectively. A Doppler fifth wheel (Delta DRS1000)
was used to measure vehicle speed, and a Real Time Kinematic GPS (ashtech ProMark 100) was used to ascertain the precise locations of both the trailer and a source.

As described in more detail in [12], gain matching was performed using a $^{137}$Cs source in order to equalize the response of the detectors. The pulse shape discrimination in the organic scintillator detectors was studied using a $^{252}$Cf source. A standard $Q_{\text{tail}}/Q_{\text{total}}$ method was employed. Neutrons were selected in the organic scintillators by using a $E_{\text{cut}}$ below the gamma ray band, considering an energy window of 200 keVee to 1000 keVee. Additional detail about the experiments conducted is given in [12].

3 Results

Figure 3 shows an example PSD plot for one of our organic scintillators. At 200 keVee (or 100 keVee), the figure-of-merit for our twenty, 4 cm-long EJ-299-34 detectors was found to be $1.78 \pm 0.30$ (or 0.99 ± 0.14) while it was determined to be $1.34 \pm 0.17$ (or 0.66 ± 0.07) for our double-ended, 30 cm-long EJ-309 detectors. The poorer performance for the EJ-309 detectors is due to the detector length.

Measurements where the PoC system was moving past a $^{252}$Cf source were taken on a section of Bethel Valley Rd at ORNL. Background data was also taken with no source present. The strength of the $^{252}$Cf source was measured at ORNL with a shuffler to be 279 000 n/s. At closest approach, the PoC trailer passed by 15.9 m away from the source, corresponding to an optimal counting window of 43.8 m. The neutron counts were mapped onto the 2D location of the measurement to obtain Figure 4, showing that the neutron source is clearly visible. The same type of plot (not shown) of the $^{252}$Cf gamma counts showed no source visible because the source strength is small compared with the gamma background and its local variations.

The neutron background, on the other hand, can be assumed to be constant over a few hours of measurement on any particular day. Under this assumption, all the background data collected with no source present was used to calculate the mean neutron background. Next, the neutron source counts in a 43.8 m long window about the source were tallied. The results are shown in Figure 5. With so few detectors, the source is not very well separated from the background given this neutron cut (200–1000 keVee).

Next, we considered the effect of scaling up the PoC design, having only 6% of the EJ-299-33 scintillators (in one mask) and 24% of the EJ-309 scintillators compared to the designed full system (refer to Fig. 2). This change increases the width of the system from 0.76 m to 1.51 m. Considering the effects on both background and source counts, detection results for the scaled-up system are shown in Figure 6. At 4σ confidence, the scaled-up system might be expected to be capable of detecting an $O(10^5$ n/s) source almost 100% of the time at speeds up to 5 m/s (~11 mph).

4 Conclusions

The built proof-of-concept system, designed to detect, locate and identify a broad set of radiological and nuclear threat sources, demonstrates that a compact design for achieving dual gamma and fast neutron coded-aperture imaging is possible. In this work, we show that such a system is sensitive to a $2.75 \times 10^7$ fast neutron source while driving by it at speed, even with non-optimal PSD.
Further improvements in PSD, dropping the lower cut from our reported value of 200 keVee, are expected to improve the fast neutron detection efficiency at a given level of confidence. We suggest that the measurement results presented here are representative of the fact that some sources (in the subset of shielded Pu threats) could be visible while moving only through use of the fast neutron counting modality. This work implies that the addition of fast neutron counting, especially considering a brighter organic scintillator like stilbene [13], may add value for mobile detection of shielded Pu. The full-scale mobile system proposed here, although expected to add capability, is quite complex, expensive, and heavy.
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